The purpose of this study is to discuss portfolio theory. More specifically how an investor can maximize a portfolio's expected return while at the same time trying to minimize portfolio risk. This will be done by looking at both international and Kuwaiti stock market data. One important question that will be answered in this study is: How often does a portfolio needs to be rebalanced in order to minimize portfolio risk i.e. changes in expected return?
Portfolio Theory
Portfolio theory was introduced to the world in two steps: first by the work by Markowitz (1959) and later by the work by Sharpe (1964) . Markowitz mainly looks at diversification from an asset class perspective where an investor that spreads his risk between different asset classes will achieve a greater "diversification" and hence a smoother equity curve due to the low or negative cross correlation that exist between the return of such asset classes. However, the same idea can also be applied to highly positive correlated stock return portfolio by artificially creating negative cross correlation in return by short selling. The later work by Sharpe points out that market risk also plays an important role for the smoothness of the equity curve. A portfolio with a large beta (i.e. highly sensitive to changes in market returns) will have more risk than a portfolio with a zero beta. An investor can reduce such market risk by balancing long and short positions. Market risk plays an important role when it comes to investing in financial markets because market returns accounts for a large fraction of stock returns. The impact of a market risk should not be underestimated. Taleb (2007) explains that in general people tend to overprice equity and under price options due to the abundance of volatility in financial markets. It is also important to note that one reason why portfolio theory has gained such a worldwide acceptance might have to do with the fact that portfolio theory in general is based upon well documented empirical observations. Conrad & Kaul (1988) have found that conditional expected return is positive serial correlated and Engle (1982) has found that conditional return volatility is positive serial correlated. Conditional expected return also known as greed and conditional return volatility also known as fear are heavily used in portfolio theory i.e. the Sharpe ratio.
The Random Walk Model
One cornerstone in financial economics is the unit-root aka the random walk model. The equation for a random walk is given by S(t)=a+b*S(t-1)+R where R is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variable drawn from a normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ, b is the unit-root coefficient that takes a value of 1 and a is the drift coefficient i.e. expected return which can be either positive, negative or zero i.e. a pure unit root. Such a theoretical stock price model can easily be simulated in any mathematical software. Now the return for such a random walk model is given by S(t)-S(t-1)=a+R(t) which means that the return for a random walk has two components; expected return a and random return noise R(t). The random return noise R(t) represents the fluctuations around the expected return a. It is important to note that without the drift component a the returns would be completely random R(t). The objective for most investors is to eliminate such random return noise R(t) element. This is done through diversification. For a highly diversified portfolio the random return noise R(t) is canceled out hence return becomes expected return a. For such a highly diversified portfolio the only objective for the investor is to determine the trend direction i.e. expected return. Now the weakness of the random walk model is the fact that the expected return and volatility of return is assumed to be constant which is very unrealistic. Such constraining assumption means that we do not have any uncertainty. Nicholas Taleb calls such a risk parameterization the "ludic fallacy" (ludic is Latin for game). The only place where such a process can be found in its purest form is in a casino (Taleb, 2007) . However, that does not mean that such a model cannot be used as a good starting point when it comes to discussing stock markets. In fact it represent a very good starting point since it communicates expected return and return volatility in a very pragmatic fashion even though we have to be aware of its obvious limitations.
Portfolio Risk and Change in Expected Return
Many people when they hear about portfolio risk minimization think of portfolio diversification. The main objective for portfolio diversification is to minimize portfolio variance. Portfolio variance is a function of the return volatility for each security in the portfolio and the cross correlation of returns. Since cross correlation can be negative return variance can be canceled out. Portfolio variance is the amount of return noise around the portfolio's expected return. Diversification can to a large extend eliminate such return noise as seen in Exhibit-1. Fundamental factor models such as Fama & French (1993) claim to reduce such return noise even further. The problem with focusing too much on portfolio diversification has to do with the fact that a lot of risk comes from changes in expected returns i.e. when the Sharpe or Treynor ratio becomes negative the investor need to rebalance the portfolio. This is further illustrated in exhibit-2 and exhibit-3. Covel (2004) , Davidsson (2010) and Kelly (1956) point out that change in expected return as a source of portfolio risk should not be overlooked. The importance of a Bayesian non-buy-and-hold perspective is also supported by Powers (2010). The importance of managing changes in expected return in order to minimize risk has lead to that the financial community has started to think about diversifying trends instead of returns (Fabozzi & Focardi, 2010) . Applying such an idea might be easier than it first appears since expected returns will have a larger impact on returns over a long time period i.e. monthly or yearly return than over shorter time periods i.e. daily returns. Hence, portfolio diversification based upon monthly data might be more appropriate than diversification on daily data. Changes in expected return can arise both from firm specific risk and market risk. Market risk is managed by balancing long-and-short positions in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and in more traditional portfolio theory market risk is managed by engaging in frequent portfolio rebalancing. You can also manage changes in expected return by for example using a trailing stop loss. Frequently portfolio rebalancing becomes highly important to minimize portfolio risk since Value at Risk (VaR) is both a function of expected return and portfolio variance. The investor basically has to options either he rebalance the portfolio on a regular basis i.e. monthly or rebalance the portfolio when the conditional expected return becomes negative. The amount of data used to calculate the expected return also becomes highly important. You don't want to have too much return data since then it becomes difficult to detect changes in conditional expected return but on the same time a small amount of data will give you too much return noise. Such contradicting forces must be managed effectively. It is also interesting to note that portfolio risk is sometime measured differently in different communities i.e. portfolio volatility vs. portfolio drawdown. Seykota (2001) calls portfolio drawdown portfolio "heat". Portfolio heat answers the question: If all my stops were triggered at the same time what would my maximum loss be? When the trailing stop loss is set correctly it will capture changes in expected return very effectively. Return variance will have little impact on whether the stop will be triggered or not.
What is a Price Trend and what is the relationship to expected return?
At this stage it is also important to have a clear definition of what a price trend is. A uptrend can be represented by an increasing sequence i.e. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 etc and a downtrend can be represented by a decreasing sequence i.e. 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3 etc. Any price trend has two components and that is expected return and return volatility. The larger the expected return is the more "drift" such a trend has. The larger the return volatility is the more fluctuations i.e. random return noise we will have around our trend. Also in order to be defined as a price trend the absolute value of the expected return need to be large and the return volatility need to be small. It is also important to note that a trend in some specified direction is only a trend as long as it is intact i.e. no change in expected return and the trend does not end at the trend peak nor does the trend start at the trend bottom. This is further illustrated in exhibit-4.
Buy-and-Hold and Behavioural Finance
Portfolio rebalancing represents a fascinating topic. The arguments can be reduced to trend following vs. buy-and-hold. Education plays an important role here because the investor wants to make sure that he select the appropriate strategy and that he remains true to such a strategy over time. This may seem very easy but behavioral finance has shown over and over again that this is not necessarily the case. People in stressful situations tend to base their decisions on emotions rather than logical and scientific arguments. Take the sunk cost error for example. The sunk cost error is the notion that people tend to be unwilling to abandon a trade where money has been invested. A person might start as a trend following investor and all of a sudden the sunk cost error takes hold and such a person is turned in to a buy-and-hold-investor. The same goes for a buy-and-hold investor. When the price of an asset goes up a buy-and-hold investor essentially becomes a trend following investor. Exhibit-5 illustrates the emotional rollercoaster an undisciplined investor might go through. It is however difficult to completely dismiss the buy-and-hold strategy. It is worth pointing out that if an investor is going to pursue such a strategy he needs to have a very long investment horizon i.e. 20+ years otherwise it is very hard to find supporting evidence why any investor should hold an asset with negative expected return. In 2000 the SP-500 Index was trading around 1400 and ten years later in 2010 the same index is trading around 1000. That is ten years of lost returns. If we look at markets from an even longer perspective we can see that they are trending upwards which is good news for a buy-and-hold-investor however significant returns are lost due to long period of drawdowns.
The Empirical Evidence
Now the objective for any investor is to diversify and maximize expected return. Exhibit-6 illustrates a comparatively diversified portfolio. The more bonds you buy the smoother the return index i.e. equity curve becomes. The bond return is simply assumed to be 2% per annum or 0.167 % per month. It is interesting to note that the bond returns in general tend to be the only return that will not become negative during a market crash (Ramchand & Susmel, 1998) hence bonds provides a good source of diversification even though the return on "risk free" government bonds has steadily been declining for the last 40 years. In exhibit-7 we can see a portfolio where the objective is to maximize expected return for a universe of 23 global stock market indices. i) Identify the market with the highest return in absolute terms for the last month. ii) If such a market had negative (positive) return for the last month then you take a short (long) position in the next month. In exhibit-8 we can see the performance of a two month risk adjusted return strategy aka trend following. Another important question to answer is: how often does a portfolio need to be rebalanced in order to make sure that an expected return remains positive. I plan to answer such question from a Kuwait perspective i.e. by looking at closing prices for companies at the Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE). We can see in the first chart in exhibit-9 the daily percentage return index for a sample of 20 stocks trading on the KSE. We can also see the daily expected percentage return for a sample of stocks. We can see that a buy and hold investor would have struggled if such an investor would have selected a portfolio containing those randomly selected stocks. No stock has performed very well. We can see a sudden drop around 2008/2009 which can be explained by the global recession. It is also interesting to note that emerging markets tends to have higher beta than more saturated economies i.e. they are more sensitive to changes in the global economy. We can see in the second chart in exhibit-9, which is based upon a much bigger sample that some stocks have had a positive expected return but many stocks have also had a negative expected return. Over the complete sample, which includes 139 stocks trading on the KSE, 56 stocks had a positive expected return and 83 stocks had a negative expected return. We can also in exhibit-10 see how often changes in expected return have occurred for stocks trading on the KSE for different moving averages. A 60 day moving average should be dynamic enough to capture changes in expected return. We can see that for such a dynamic window expected return changes on average 60 times per stock over a time period of six years hence portfolio rebalancing becomes highly important.
Final Discussion
We have in this paper discussed portfolio theory. More specifically changes in expected return and the importance of portfolio rebalancing. Portfolio rebalancing is mainly a tool to make sure that an investor's expected returns are maximized and remain positive over time. An "optimal allocation" is only optimal as long as the numerator of the Sharpe Ratio is positive. We have also looked at empirical data from the KSE and analyzed how often changes in expected return took place for different rolling expected returns. We have discussed the general objective of an investor which is diversification and maximize expected return. For an institutional investor, with sophisticated software, maximizing both diversification and expected return is comparatively easy. For a small time investor such sophisticated optimization over a very large universe might be very difficult due to computational complexity. Hence, a more pragmatic approach for a small time investor would be to select trending securities from a diversify universe of i.e. bonds, stocks, commodities, real estate and then manage changes in expected return by engaging in frequently rebalancing. Our simple monthly rebalancing strategy consisting of 50% bond (diversification) and 50% momentum (expected return) produced very attractive returns even though the universe was limited to only 23 global index funds. Such a strategy will have low risk because i) it is comparatively diversified (even though that further asset class diversification is possible). ii) changes in expected return are actively managed. The purpose of this paper has been to show that even a small time investor can harvest the fruits of portfolio theory even if they can't afford to buy high end portfolio optimization softwares. The positive return produced by momentum investing has also been confirmed by other studies (Jegadeesh & Titman, 1993) . Finally, the return index produced by the trend following strategy was not that attractive. One reason might be the limited universe such a strategy was run over. A trailing stop loss could also have been used as an exit strategy.
